HYPER SHIBA INU

Hyper Shiba Inu
Hyper Shiba Inu is a crosschain token on the Ethereum network
and the Binance Smart Chain network, the Binance Smart
Chain is the network with the most daily exchanges ever since
there are instant transactions and very low fees while the
Ethereum network is the most liquid network in the world, right
after the public launch it will also be present on the Cronos
network (newly born network linked to the Crypto.Com
ecosystem), Velas (fastest Blockchain in the world) and
Avalanche ( another of the fastest and most complete
blockchains in the world).
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Hyper Shiba Inu
The name Hyper Shiba Inu comes from meme token “Shiba
Inu”, which has capitalized $20 billions which was born for joke
in August 2020 as the DogeCoin killer (MarketCap $22 billions ).
Hyper Shiba Inu avrà has a tax of 12% on every transaction
which is converted automatically in stable coin and splitted in
3 parts:

4%
Automatically distributed
to holders in USDT (1
USDT= 1 usd)

4%
Goes to the buyback wallet to buyback
every month massively our tokens which
will burned right after. This will ensure an
high buy pressure and will also decrease
the supply in order to increase the value
of Hyper Shiba Inu

4%
Goes to the marketing
and development
wallet.
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Hyper Shiba Inu
Differently from all the meme tokens on the market which have
an important marketcap without any project or features
around them Hyper Shiba Inu in addiction of being a croschain
(on more blockchains), will have a ecosystem around the token,
more use cases on the DEFI and on some Metaverse (one will
be our), so it won’t be just a speculative asset or a pump and
dump.
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Ecosystem
⃟

Dex, Yield Farming and Stacking pool
⃟

NFT collectibles
⃟

AR NFT and Metaverse
⃟

Launchpad
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Roadmap Q1 2022
Creation of our
channels on the
socials

Public launch

Presale
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Creation of the
token

Private sale

Listing on
few CEX
(WhiteBit,
Bitmart,
MECX,
Gate.io,
Hotbit)
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First
version of
the
website

Creation of the
community
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Listing on
Coinmarketcap
and Coingecko
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Marketing for the
presale

8

Marketing
for the
launch

Buy crypto with
credit card from
our website
(already
developed)

Bridge on
Cronos and BSC
chains
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Roadmap Q2 2022
Realise of the NFT
and Marketplace

Realise of our Dex

Bridge onVelas
chain

3

5

7

Realise of our
Metaverse
9

Bridge on
Solana chain

1

2
4

New website

Listing on major
exchanges
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staking pools e
yield-farming
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Launchpad
Multichain
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Roadmap Q3 2022
Bridge on
Avalanche chain

Realise of the
Video Game P2E

1

Debit Card Hyper
Shiba Inu
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Bridge on Polygon
chain

5

7

2

4

6

Presence on more
Metaverses

Listing on more
exchanges

Referral Program
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Team

Fabiano Semeraro

Alessandro Franceschini

Ferdinando Gatti

CEO and Founder

CTO and Founder

CFO and Founder

Riccardo Tocci
Head Marketer Founder
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Contacts
Website: https://hypershibainu.com/
Mail: info@hypershibainu.com
Twitter: https://twitter.com/HShibtoken
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/hypershibainu
Reddit: https://www.reddit.com/user/Durpﬁsh1
Telegram: https://t.me/hypershibatoken
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